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Generally, research indicates gambling may be an issue
that divides the public
Major research questions:

To which extend is this true for Nova Gorica and Slovenia in
general?
 Why had gambling only last year (in 2007) become a truly
controversial issue in the Slovenian public discourse?
 Who generally prevails in the Slovenian public discourse on
gambling: the advocates of gambling and the corporate
discourse or the discourse of the opponents of gambling within
the civil society?




Some research up to now seems to demonstrate that
gambling becomes more acceptable for the public after
living with it for a year or more (Reith 2006)





The case of Niagra falls (Room et al. 1999)
The case of Windsor casino in Ontario (Frisch et al. 1999)

Does Nova Gorica (and Slovenia) fit that pattern?





Before 2007, there was no major public discusion on
gambling issues as such in Slovenia. Why?
 public discussion on controversial issues was,
despite some exceptions, clearly limited during the
communist times (i.e. before the end of the 1980s);
 initially, social costs of gambling were not an issue
that would directly affect the local population, since
local citizens were not allowed to gamble legally
before the 1990s.
Following more than two decades of legalized casino
gambling most of the Slovenian/local population
supported or at least tolerated gambling (research
summarized by Makarovič and Zorec 2007):
 demonstrated by combined national/local sample
by CATI (2006),
 national sample by Aragon (Spring, 2007) even
indicated the majority supported the investment
(with foreign partner) to the new ‘gambling centre’
in the Goriška region

DRŽAVNA PODPORA INVESTICIJI V IGRALNIŠKI CENTER?

‘Should the Slovenian
state support the
investment to the
gambling centre
planned by HIT with a
foreign partner?’

11,4

Ne vem, ne morem
oceniti.

-52% in favour

Slovenska država mora
preprečiti investicijo v
igralniški center, saj
igralništvo ni dejavnost,
ki sodi v Slovenijo.

-36% against

36,3

- 11% undecided

Slovenska država mora
podpreti investicijo v
igralniški center, saj
prinaša nova delovna
mesta in pomembno
vpliva na razvoj regije.

52,3
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(By Aragon, quoted
in: Makarovič and
Zorec 2007)




The lack of directly comparable survey data
survey by Delo-Stik in July 2007:






38% supported the HIT-Herrah’s investment
30% supported gambling but not the presence of the
American partner
25% opposed gambling because of etical reasons

The public support for the expansion of
gambling (with a foreign partner) seemed
to decrease









Mobilization within the civil society against the HITHarrah’s project and (to some extend) against casino
gambling as such; the leaders of the movement were
clear that they want to limit gambling in Slovenia;
Ambivalence of the local authorities who while mostly
supporting the project hesitated to express full and
unreserved support for it;
ambivalence and unclear goals among the (potential)
supporters of the project (on issues such as taxation,
the role of the foreign partner, the lines of negotiations,
competition and canibalization concerns etc.);
the lack of mobilization among the supporters and
potential supporters of the Hit-Harrah’s project.











Relevant (foreign) research up to now shows no fully
consistent patterns of the public discourse on gambling
Discourse on gambling in often inconsistent,
incomplete (Abt & McDowell, 1997), either
overemphasising benefits or overemphasising damage
(Reith, 2006)
Some authors found the dominance of the moralistic
and ‘moral panic’ discourse; anti-gambling arguments
clearly prevailed over the pro-gambling ones; e.g.:
Campbell (1992), Stokowski (1996)
Others found that corporate discourse clearly
dominated over anti-gambling arguments making
them rather insignificant (McMullan & Mullen, 2001)
Which one is more true for the Slovenian case?
Had the contra-gambling NGOs ‘won’ against the
corporate (pro-gambling) discourse?




The period from 1 May – 31 December 2007
The media:







National dailies (Delo, Dnevnik, Finance)
National political weeky (Mladina)
Free commercial newspaper (Dobro jutro)
Regional daily (Primorske novice)

Selection criteria:


Gambling and/or HIT mentioned in the article






Creation of the database of 527articles on
gambling and/or HIT corporation from the
selected printed media for the selected period
Out of them, 414 articles dealt with gambling
The coding of the articles included: the date,
title, author(s), media, genre, the tone towards
gambling, the size and position of the article
within the printed media, some typical
concepts used in the argumentation related to
gambling, the sources used in the article etc.





Janis-Fadner coefficient may range between – 1 (only negative
attitudes) and 1 (only positive attitudes) while 0 means that the
situation is completely ‘balanced’
The formula:
JFC = (n x p – n2)/t
when: p = number of positive articles and n = number of negative
articles and t = positive articles + negative articles + neutral
articles + ambivalent articles









Although the changes in Janis-Fadner coefficients are
not extreme, they reveal an interesting pattern.
Negative values in the Janis-Fadner coefficients were
the most significant when the public debate on the
single particular project (i.e. Hit-Harrah’s) reached its
peak.
The negative attitudes towards gambling in the
analyzed articles were almost exclusively provoked by
the Hit-Harrah’s ‘Mega’ project of what was supposed
to become the European largest destination casino
resort.
They either opposed this project in particular or gambling in
general but they almost never opposed any other project that
extended the gambling capacities in Slovenia.







For example, in December 2007, there was practically no public
controversy on gambling in Slovenia. Was it because nothing
happened in that field at that time?
Not at all! Only in December 2007:
 Hit opened a new gambling and entertainment center Mond in
Šentilj in Northeastern Slovenia at the Slovenian-Austrian
border (8000 square meters, 400 slot machines, 20 gambling
tables) as one of its largest green-field investments ever.
 New gambling halls had opened: in Bernardin hotels,
Portorož, (2100 square meters, 168 slot machines, 4 electronic
roulettes)
 in hotel Riviera, also in Portorož, (500 square meters, 176 slot
machines, 3 electronic roulettes), and
 in Sežana (800 square meters, 130 slot machines)
These events were almost completely covered by neutral and positive
(corporate) discourse, which clearly prevailed within the issue of
gambling in the media during December 2007







Why corporate discourse may dominate the media in some
circumstances (like in May and December, 2007) but
becomes rather inferior in the intensive public debates caused
by some other circumstances, i.e. the Hit-Harrah’s project
(from August to October, 2007).
why was the corporate discourse – during the most heated
debate – unable to match the opposition within the civil
society?
At least a partial explanation for the second question
can be found in the different types of argumentation used
by the advocates and the opponents of the Hit-Harrah’s
project and gambling in general.









32 articles
Typical authors: corporate representatives
(interviews), experts, journalists of Finance
Typical emphases: (economic) benefits, tourism
Moral(istic) and ethical concepts were more an
exception than a rule: responsibility, honesty (5
cases)
Otherwise: mostly instrumental-rational
(financial) calculation, almost no emphasis on
values








92 articles
Typical authors: NGO representatives, intellectuals,
church representatives, mostly left-oriented journalists
– an interesting (and rare) alliance can be noted
between the leftist and rightist-conservative actors
The use of concepts that also represent some (key)
positive and negative values
The use of comparisons and metaphores
based on these values





Ecological contrast: Slovenian green enviroment vs.
American desert
Patriotic contrast: Slovenian vs. foreign (foreign capital, to
sell ‘us’ to the foreigners/Americans, foreign labour force,
foreign habits)



Sociological contrast: community vs. disintegration



Preindustrial contrast: agriculture vs. gambling



Postindustrial contrast: high-tech & education vs. cooks &
waiters



Actors’ contrast: civil society vs. corporation






No! The situation is more complex.
In the ‘normal’ circumstances, when reporting on gambling is just a
routine, the corporate P.R. professionals are clearly able to dominate the
discourse. Their press conferences and press releases are the major
source for the media and thus they are the major generator of
news and of the prevailing media discourse. In this respect one
may agree that the findings of McMullan and Mullen (2001) may
also be valid for the Slovenian case.
Nevertheless, there are special situations when this may reverse and
the active citizens and NGOs may become equally or more influential in
the public debates on gambling than the corporate representatives.









The socially perceived scale of the project, which was mostly
constructed by its labels such as the ‘mega’ project, ‘Slovenian Las
Vegas’, etc. The project was thus perceived as extremely
significant and thus worthy of a significant response;
The possibility for the wide alliance of the opponents based on the
variety of values including nationalists, conservatives, the Romancatholic church and its allied associations, anti-American and anticapitalist leftists, etc.
The coincidence between the opposition to the project based on
values and significant vested interests of some relevant local and
perhaps even national actors; these may include even some
owners of the gambling halls in the region which might perceive
the new project as a too dangerous competition;
The ambivalence and reservations of the local elites reluctant to
fully support the project and thus contributing to the overall
atmosphere of skepticism towards the Hit-Harrah’s project.







Such a special combination of factors is far from
typical and there is no necessity that it may be
happen again in the future in some different
circumstances.
Consequently, it would clearly be premature to
consider the failure of the Hit-Harrah’s project to
be a triumph of the (contra-gambling segments of)
civil society against the corporation.
Although it is rather a unique complex
combination of factors, it demonstrates that a
situation when the contra-gambling discourse
prevails over the (corporate) pro-gambling
discourse clearly is one of the options.

